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The European Nuclear Society Young Generation Network:
five years of networking experience

Gaston Meskens, Chairman, ENS Young Generation Network

Organisation

In 1995, Mr Jan Runermark (Sweden), aware of a need for an exchange of
knowledge from the older to the younger generation, came up with the idea
of starting a European Nuclear Society Young Generation Network. A first
network was formed with Sweden, the Netherlands, Spain, Finland, Germany
and Belgium. The ENSYGN is now affiliated to the European Nuclear Society
and brings together young students and professionals from 21 member
countries Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Denmark Finland,
France, Germany, Hungary, Italy, Netherlands, Poland, Romania, Russia,
Slovak Republic, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Swflzerland, Ukraine, and United
Kingdom, The ENSYGN Core group meets (at least) twice a year and elects its
own chair and cochair for a term of two years. The ENSYGN chair has a seat
in the ENS Steering Committee and in the ENS Board. The ENSYGN works
closely together with other young generation networks from the US, Australia,
Japan and South America. ENSYGN organises workshops and courses on
European level, takes part in international meetings (fl. UNFCCC, OECD) and
stimulates networking on national level.

Priorities

Transfer of Know-how
Communication on Nuclear
Assistance to National YG Networks

spirit

Tuning young into know-how

The people who built today's nuclear industry and know-how are starting to
retire. It is essential to ensure transfer of knowledge to the next generations ...
That's why YGN stands for positive measures to recruit and educate young
people as engineers, technicians and skilled stoff in Nuclear ST: from school
to university and in the Industry itself

Acting nationally

The YGN seeks to bring together young people working in the nuclear field at
a local and national level ... That's why YGN stands for ctive prticipation of
young people in the ntional nuclear societies, parficulary in leadership
positions

Networking internationally

The nuclear business is an international one. Tomorrow's professionals must
have an international perspective and should meet their colleagues in other
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countries. That's why YGN stands for bringing together all national YGNIs
across borders

Thinking environmentally

Climate change and long-term energy strategies are world-scale common
concerns, and decisions taken now will have an important impact on the
quality of life of future generations. That's why YGN wants to continue the
debate by saying nuclear is a part of the solution. We want to do in 'in style':
without being defensive and with a bit more pop art nd phylosophy dded
to the scientific background,

Communicating with empathy

Why do debates on nuclear issues always end heatedly, full of irrational and
emotional arguments Thinking emotionally about nuclear is not wrong, but
there has to be a balance of the heart and the mind. That's why YGN wants
to bring some empathy into the nuclear debate ...

Contact

European Nuclear Society Young Generation Network
ENS - Belpstrasse 23 - P.O. Box 5032 - CH-3001 Berne - Switzerland
www.euronuclear.org
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